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What is a SOM?
A self-organising map (SOM) is an unsupervised method of clustering data. The SOM receives some number of training
data maps and produces a 2-dimensional, mesh-like grid of nodes that represent clusters in the data. This grid retains a sense
of similarity between clusters such that the data between adjacent nodes share many more similarities than those located on
opposite sides of the map. An example of how this method can be used is, by inputting handwritten digits as training data, a SOM
can define clusters within the data, separating unique digits (Figure 1).
Due to the coarse resolution of global climate models, their application to identify extreme weather events (EWEs) at local
scales is limited. An approach based on SOMs can be used as a preliminary attempt to classify synoptic weather patterns of
extreme events.
A clustering algorithm such as SOMs can benefit the EWERAM and Whakahura projects by subsampling datasets such as
weather@home that may contain extreme weather events based on their synoptic weather patterns which effectively reduces
the amount of data that is required to be analysed.
Figure 1: A SOM trained on handwritten digits using the MiniSOM
library.

Master SOMs
• SOMs were trained on hourly ERA5 reanalysis data between 1 January 1979 and
31 April 2020. A mean sea level pressure SOM can be seen in Figure 2.
• SOMs were trained separately on the ERA5 dataset for the following four variables: mean sea level pressure (MSLP), total column water (TCW), two metre temperature (2T) and 500 hPa geopotential height.
• Hourly weather maps from the ERA5 dataset were passed through the SOMs to find the best matching
nodes (BMUs). This resulted in 4 index pairs that defined which nodes of the SOMs they most resembled.
(See Figure 3 and Figure 4 for an example created using 3 of the master SOMs).
• Every hourly weather map from ERA5 was classed and recorded using the master SOMs.
• ERA5 weather maps corresponding to time periods from a historic database of EWEs for each NZ region,
compiled by MetService and NIWA, were passed through each SOM. This produced a distribution of how
often each node in the SOMs were matched with the input data.
• Using the distribution of activated nodes, a quantified likelihood of each hour being an EWE was produced
for each region.
• Weather@home data was re-gridded and passed through the MSL SOM to categorise and reduce the size
of the dataset.

Data Preprocessing
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• When training the SOMs on ERA5 data, the
average values were removed to produce anomaly data.
• A Fourier series was fit to the raw ERA5 data to capture the
seasonal and diurnal cycle. This was to avoid missing
extremes during different seasons (e.g. a heat extreme in
winter compared to a normal day in summer). See example
in Figure 4.
• To use weather@home data, the grid was subset to surround
NZ and re-gridded from the curvilinear dimensions to an
ERA5 grid.

Figure 2: A SOM trained on mean sea level pressure from the
ERA5 dataset.

Future Outlook
These SOMs are planned to be used in the Emergence
project in conjunction with other EWE identifying methods such
as principal component analysis to increase the integrity of our
results.
In the EWERAM project, these SOMs will help reduce the data
size required to identify similar scale EWEs by sub-setting datasets such as weather@home based on the SOM classes.
Figure 3: Hourly timestamps corresponding to classed
ERA5 weather map index pairs. (MSL, TCW, 2T)

Days
Figure 4: A Fourier series fit to the seasonal and diurnal cycle
for one year of ERA5 data to calculate the weather anomaly data.
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